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‘High energy, high character’
South Dakota’s Craig Smith hired as new head men’s basketball coach
along with a Summit League regular-season cham-

to name a few,” said

finish in 2017-18.

John Hartwell. “We be-

pionship in the 2016-17 season and a runner-up

By Jaden Johnson
SPORTS CONTENT MANAGER

Craig Smith has been named the new head coach

Smith was named the 2017 Summit League

of the Utah State men’s basketball team. The uni-

Coach of the Year after taking the Coyotes from a

morning, while announcing a formal press confer-

with a 12-4 record in Summit League play.

versity officially announced the hiring Monday
ence to introduce Smith coming on Tuesday.

14-18 record the prior season to a 22-12 finish

Before coaching at South Dakota, Smith spent

The hiring was first reported by ESPN’s Jeff

2012-14 as an assistant at Nebraska, helping the

Smith comes to Utah State after most recently

pearance in 16 seasons in 2014.

Goodman.

Cornhuskers to their first NCAA Tournament ap-

USU Athletics Director
lieve we have not only

checked all the boxes,

but that we have hit a
home run with the hir-

ing of Craig Smith.
Craig has been a winner
at every level.

Utah State is coming

He spent the 2007-08 as the Director of Basket-

off of a 17-17 campaign

the vacancy left by three-year head coach Tim

named as an assistant coach for the Rams, where

first ever semi-finals ap-

Our family and I are pumped to

helped take a 7-25 Colorado State team

coaching at University of South Dakota. He will

assume head coaching duties immediately, filling

ball Operations at Colorado State before being
he coached from 2008-2012. There, he

eventually to a 20-12 record and an NCAA

join Utah State University and the

Tournament second round appearance in

community of Logan.

2012.

— Craig Smith

Smith’s head coaching career began at

Duryea, who was fired from the position on March

NAIA Division II program Mayville State. Inherit-

“Our family and I are pumped to join Utah State

head coach, he then coached the Comets to a 55-

said. “Utah State men’s basketball has tremendous

team to the NAIA quarterfinals in 2006 and the

Cockett, athletic director John Hartwell, and all

named the 2007 NAIA Division II Coach of the

in 2017-18 including its
pearance in the Moun-

tain West Tournament.
During three years with
Duryea at the helm, the
Aggies posted an overall record of 47-49.

Smith will be the 19th

PHOTO COURTESY OF Wade Denniston/Utah State Athletics
New head men’s basketball coach Craig Smith comes to Utah State after four years at University
of South Dakota where he posted a 79-55 record.

11.

ing a team which went 17-14 in his first season as

head coach since the program’s inception in 1902.

University and the community of Logan,” Smith

15 record over the next two seasons, and took the

in the past 24 years.

leadership from the top in President (Noelle)

national championship game in 2007. Smith was

the way down. It was easy to see and feel that our

Year.

successful basketball program.”

identified several characteristics we wanted in our

Smith led the Coyotes to a 79-55 overall record

proven recruiter and proven player development,

visions were aligned when it comes to running a
During his four-year tenure at South Dakota,

“When we started this process two weeks ago we

next head coach – high energy, high character, a

Too tired to walk?
Two-tired bike-share program comes to USU

By Carter Moore
NEWS STAFF WRITER

were taken on bike-share bicycles. 28 million

were taken in 2016 alone, roughly the same
amount of people that travelled via Amtrak, ac-

Distributed throughout Utah State University’s

cording to National Association of City Transpor-

ing between buildings, students may soon notice

menting a bike-share has been in the works for

Logan campus, clinging to bicycle racks and rac-

tation Officials. At USU, the concept of imple-

150 new members of the Aggie family — but this

about two years.

time, they’re mechanical and bright orange.

“It was originally proposed in our transporta-

The new bike-share program implemented by

tion master plan, a document that came from

cially Thursday. The new bikes will provide an

looking at how students are getting to the uni-

around campus for students, faculty, staff and

improve it,” McCarthy said.

Spin bike-share and Aggie Blue Bikes began offi-

multiple different organizations on campus,

alternate, speedier form of transportation

versity, getting to class, and what we can do to

visitors alike.

The plan suggested a bike-share program could

“I am very hopeful that having this bike share

be beneficial to the campus community, and

riding a bike really is,” said Margaret McCarthy,

versity administration coordinated to implement

think it’s going to be very beneficial to Logan

co-based company that claims to be North Amer-

Bike-share programs on campuses and in cities

Spin runs all the costs and revenues for the pro-

will make more people realize how convenient

when the time came, Aggie Blue Bikes and uni-

the Aggie Blue Bikes program coordinator. “I

the program through Spin, a San Francis-

and the university.”

ica’s leading stationless bike-share company.

are nothing new to the country as a whole. Be-

gram, making it a very “minimal investment” on

tween 2010 and 2016, over 88 million trips

see “Bike share” PAGE 2

He will be just the fourth head coach of the Aggies

A native of Stephen, Minn., Smith is a graduate of

University of North Dakota. He is married to Darcy

ter.

A formal press conference to introduce Smith as

head coach will be held Tuesday at 11 a.m. at the
Wayne Estes Center. The event will be free and
open to the public.

A (kind of) hands-on
learning experience

New on-campus virtual reality gear available

For example, “Organon Anatomy,” allows stuBy Kyle Fasching
STUDENT LIFE STAFF WRITER

The Merrill-Cazier Library on campus offers

a free-to-use virtual reality set for students to
check out for up to two hours a day.

There are more than 40 applications to play

with, including games, cinematics, and inter-

active learning experiences. The program has
been put together by the Academic and In-

structional Service, IT Computer Labs and the
Library.

Games such as “Richie’s Plank Experience”

and “The Lab” offer a wide variety of experiences and levels of interaction.

“It was super fun and felt real. It gave me

the same kind of thrill as a rollercoaster,” said
Jaydin Lowry, a freshman at Utah State testing “Richie’s Plank Experience.”

Virtual reality offers something that conven-

tional games and learning environments
struggle to bring to the table: hands-on experience.

There are programs that are enhanced learn-

ing experiences designed for visual learners
that have been developed and are currently
in development such as Calcflow, a math ori-

ented program that allows users to interact in
a 3D world with models one would typically
see on a 2D graphing calculator.

“In a 3D VR environment a student can trav-

el and walk through space, travel anywhere

in the world, interact at the molecular level,

go inside the human body, create life-size 3D

architecture objects, swim with ocean life at
20,000 ft. below sea level and many other

lifelike experiences,” said Todd Hugie, direc-

tor of Library Information Technology and
Building Services.

USU student Brad Betley, believes VR pro-

PHOTO BY Tim Carpenter
A new bike-share program has brought 150 orange bikes to the Utah State campus. Students are able to use the bikes to get
around campus for a small fee.

Smith and is the father to three sons and a daugh-

grams could be used in classes within a few

years for teaching and studying techniques.

dents to look at different parts of the body
and dissect them, learn about them and reconstruct the body part.

“It was amazing that we could actually in-

teract with the heart in a virtual reality envi-

ronment. It was super interactive,” Betley
said.

Hugie said the technology is not only being

invested into by casual consumers and companies like HTC and Oculus, there are hun-

dreds of billions of dollars being put into the
development of virtual reality by big corporations such as Samsung and Apple.

“In the near future we will see multiple

headsets being connected to the same ‘reality’

similar to co-op games. This could allow for

entire classrooms to participate in the same
program together,” said Hugie.

Virtual reality is also changing how people

can experience history.

“Apollo 11 VR” is a cinematic or interactive

experience (depending on what is chosen)
that drops the player into the shoes of an as-

tronaut on the Apollo 11 mission from takeoff
to landing, paving a new road for how students learn about historical events.

“I can see how interactive learners succeed

in any subject due to the capabilities of VR to
create representations of anything and create

experiences that are hard to replicate in real
life,” Betley said.

The library plans on adopting more virtual

reality headsets and testing more technology
in the future depending on the success of the
VR Lab. Students can reserve room 113 in the

Merrill-Cazier library to test the virtual reali-

ty set and any of the the apps provided by the

Library for themselves via the study rooms
tab on the Library’s website.
— Kylef217@gmail.com
@Kylelele_
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Beth’s Bistro: A look inside the cafe
tions manager Anthony Linton. “We’ll learn

cal of this trend’s popularity in Utah.

the front end.”

with national changes, it is a little different

to be very proactive about, especially toward
There are vegetarian menu options as well.

“We do a lot of substitutions,” Andersen said.

“The portobello Philly is vegetarian. That’s our
vegetarian. Look at the omelet — they can put
veggies on it.”

Andersen said vegetarians are a very vocal mi-

nority and meeting the rising demand for vege-

Beth’s Bistro, named after the current dean of

education Beth Foley, opened to the public

Beth’s Bistro is “the best cafe we have, hands

down,” said Alan Andersen, the executive di-

rector of Dining Services. “It’s a neat hang out

Thursday. The soft open will continue until the

space. In central campus, they’ll use it a lot.”

grand opening will take place.

will have multiple uses and a versatile kitchen.

beginning of the 2018 fall semester when the
The new restaurant is located in the Sorenson

Center for Clinical Excellence, a new building

on campus that opened March 3. The CCE can

The bistro will be open all year, and the space

The possibilities for menu options are open.

“This, as far as any location, will have a very

movable menu,” said Dining Services opera-

New York will be ahead of the trends by four to

five years, and it takes that amount of time for

it to reach Utah. Our job is not to drive choices.”

Linton said the restaurant will run specials

items if its sales are adequate.

placed at number one and are predicted to go

School.

population, so places like San Francisco and

Whiteman, an international restaurant-owning
meatless and plant-based diet trends were

By Diego Mendiola
NEWS STAFF WRITER

here,” he said. “These reports are driven by

that will be weighed against the core menu

and consulting firm based in New York City,

be found just north of Edith Bowen Laboratory

“One of the challenges in Utah is that, you see,

tarian options is a challenge for him in Utah.

According to a 2018 report by Baum +

PHOTO BY Holley Stringham
Beth’s Bistro, named after the current dean of education Beth Foley, is located in the Sorenson Center for Clinical Excellence.

Andersen is a little more cautious and skepti-

from our guests, and that’s something we’ll try

mainstream.

The report said 31 percent of Americans al-

ready practice meat-free days, and Google saw

a 90 percent increase in vegan searches last

items in terms of sales and will replace menu

Beyond the menu, Beth’s Bistro will feature

Star Mountain Roasters coffee rather than university dining locations’ usual Cafe Ibis.

Andersen said one other Dining Services loca-

tion, to be decided, will switch over to Star
Mountain Roasters during the summer as well.

Dining Services will be opening another loca-

year.

tion on campus in the near future. Associate

6 and 3 percent, respectively, of the current

said Teas and Cheese will be part of the new

Even though vegetarians and vegans make up

U.S. population, the Baum + Whiteman report
cited that between 2012 and 2016 there has

been a 25 percent increase in vegetarian claims

and a 257 percent rise in vegan claims in new
products in grocery stores. This trend is expected to have a ten point increase “for the reasonable future,” the report read.

director of retail operations Jaime Bradford

Life Sciences building, scheduled to open by

January of 2019. She also mentioned a yet-to-

be-named coffee shop with pastries, designed
for patrons of the art museum.

— diego.mendiola.93@gmail.com

Nominate those who have made your Utah State University experience
special.
Just follow these simple steps:

1. Visit http://bit.ly/50-influential. Feel free to submit multiple nominations.

Toward the end of every year, The Utah Statesman
honors 50 people — from students and alumni to
faculty and staff — who have made an impact on
their fellow Aggies’ lives.
“Bike share” FROM PAGE 1
USU’s part, vice president for student affairs
James Morales said.

“There are no costs on our part, other than giv-

ing them access to the campus and our riders,”
he said.

Spin bikes can be found at all bike racks on the

Logan campus. Riders can access the bikes via

QR code and an app for payment. Spin will
charge $1 per hour spent with the bike, $0.50

every half-hour or unlimited 30-minute rides for
$14 per month when signed up with an @.edu
email address.

There are some rules for bike usage according

to an email sent by the student affairs office to
all students Wednesday. Spin Bikes must be
parked at or within a few feet of a bike rack on

the Logan campus and the bikes must also “live”
on campus. Riding the bikes off campus is allowed, but bikes must be returned to a bike rack
on campus by the end of the day.

The email also provided students with a run-

down of how to use the new program. Here’s
how it works:

(1) Download the app by searching “Spin

Bikes” on the app store and sign up with your .
edu email address.

(2) Pull up the app and locate a bike nearby

(3) Scan the QR code on the bike to unlock it
(4) Start your ride

(5) Drop off and lock the bike by an existing

bike rack.

Spin may charge account relocation fees for

not following these rules.

“The Spin bike-share program fills another

niche for students who, once they get to campus, whether by bus or carpooling, etc., now

have an option to be able to use a bike for specif-

ic limits or purposes, to get from one side of the
campus to the other,” Morales said. “Spin would
be more supplemental for people in terms of
their transportation needs around campus.”

The bike-share program, however exciting, is

beginning as simply a pilot project, Morales

2. Write the name of the person you would like to nominate.
Answer these simple questions:
3. Is the person a student, faculty member, staff member or alumnus?
4. What is/was this person’s role at USU?
5. Why would you like to nominate this person?

said. It’s intended to give data to the university,

provide options to its riders, and get people

around. If it is determined in November, when
the pilot project expires, that Spin could provide

a long-term beneficial service to the campus
community, it can be expanded.

“We’re thrilled to launch at Utah State Univer-

sity and to provide students, faculty and staff
with an affordable, flexible way to get around
campus,” said Matt Sink, head of campus opera-

tions at Spin. “As more people use Spin bikes,
we’ll gather data and work closely with university officials to improve the campus infrastructure to meet the needs of riders.”

Bike lanes, paths and trails offer safer com-

mutes for cyclists, but often cost cities and coun-

ties extra money, that may not be warranted if it
cannot be proven that such trails would be used
frequently enough.

“I am hopeful that with more people taking

trips on bicycles, the city and the university will

realize the infrastructure changes that need to

be made, and we will have the support and the

data to show there are a lot of people biking,
and they need to be safe, feel comfortable, and
ultimately keep on biking,” McCarthy said.

Even if there is not widespread ramifications as

a consequence of the Spin bike-share program,
university officials see only positive change as a
result of its implementation.

“The university is very excited,” Morales said.

“I think you’ll be seeing our president riding
around campus on these.”

There are currently 150 bikes spread around

campus and by May, Logan city is hoping to get
Spin bicycles to go in the town as well, totalling

around 300 more opportunities for residents
and visitors alike to get rolling.

“I am really excited to see more butts on bikes,”

McCarthy said. “That is Aggie Blue Bikes mis-

sion, and I’m glad we were able to bring this
program to Logan and the university.”
— carter.moore@aggiemail.usu.edu
@carterthegrreat

Spring Engagements:
The perfect time for something new
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Local non-profit offers help to refugees
Volunteers provide services for immigrant families in Cache Valley
Brimhall. Brimhall is currently a Utah State Univer-

By Shelby Black
STUDENT LIFE SENIOR WRITER

sity student, and acts as the Volunteer in Service to

The Cache Refugee and Immigrant Connection is

providing a place for refugee and immigrant families
to receive help settling into Cache Valley.

This recent non profit is rooted in volunteer work

and gaining ground as a reputable organization to
help immigrants and refugees.

Nelda Ault-Dyslin, a founder of CRIC, realized

that there was a problem in Cache Valley, and she

had the skills to fix it. She had previously worked as

a employment counselor with the Department of
Workforce Services. She worked alongside refugee
families in this position.

America and Volunteer Coordinator for CRIC. VISTA is volunteer in service to America and this position is funded through Americorp.

“I volunteered a few times here and then the posi-

tion opened up. I have done some work abroad with

international development and I was interested in
seeing a local domestic side of the nonprofit world,”

Brimhall said. “As volunteer coordinator, I run vol-

unteer trainings, and get sign-ups out. I work full
time here at the office. It’s been an incredible opportunity. Being able to work in this role has taught me
a lot about running a nonprofit.”

In Cache Valley, there are around 400 refugees.

“We realized that no other organization in Cache

Taquin said, they come from five primary countries:

provided. So we decided to make our own,”

CRIC offers a variety of services to refugees and im-

Valley could do the services that I had previously
Ault-Dyslin said.

Along with Ault-Dyslin, the first hired employee

was Julie Taquin. A dual citizen of France, Julie’s interest in helping refugees was sparked when she volunteered with the Red Cross in France. There, she helped
many refugees with translations and paperwork.

Ethiopia, Eritrea, Myanmar, Sudan and Somalia.
migrants. Services include drivers license classes, citizenship classes, language tutoring, community gar-

den and much more. Their newest program in

progress is a neighbor program. This new program
will pair a refugee family with a local family.

“We have had a lot of people pass the drivers license

“I moved to France because I wanted to get in-

test in a short amount of time. Even for a English

and French to the table which was very useful. I was

most refugees are interested in becoming American

volved in this issue,” Taquin said. “I brought English
able to find my niche. I knew
that I wanted to work with
these people.”

Taquin acts as the programs

speaker that test is hard,” Taquin said. “We find that

has come from private donors in Cache Valley.

work they have. This is where we step in as a organi-

Taquin said. I think it is just the nature of Cache

get them to the next level with English. It helps di-

“People literally just contact us to gives us money,”

Valley, people here are very aware of issues. We have
been very fortunate to receive many donations.”

Taquin the refugees came to Cache Valley for the

job opportunities. When refugees first come to Utah,

These people are fleeing the
terrorists and all the conflict.

and partnerships director for
the organization.

“I oversee all the different kinds of programs. I

work on grant writing and project proposals as well,”

.Taquin said.

PHOTO BY Holley Stringham
Cache Valley is home to around 400 refugees. They come from five primary countries: Ethiopia, Eritrea, Myanmar, Sudan and Somalia.

Another employee of the organization is Melissa

— Julie Taquin
citizens. The gratitude they

have for coming to this country is through the roof.”

Because CRIC is a non profit, they receive funding

from outside sources. So far many of their funding

they are restricted

to Salt Lake City.
Due to the large

versify their jobs options.”

The refugee crisis and immigration has been a hot

topic in recent media. The CRIC organization realizes that there can be be many misconceptions and

opinions on this issue and they hope to ease these
misconceptions within the community.

“People should know that refugees don’t get sent to

population of ref-

Logan. They come here voluntarily. They have different

living there, there

They really just need peoples time,” Ault-Dyslin said.

ugees

currently

is a lot of job competition. This drives them to other

areas such as Cache Valley to find work where there
is less competition.

zation,” Taquin said. “We are working with them to

“They come here to work, but lose all access to case

needs here. People think refugees need this and that.

Ault-Dyslin said it’s easy for people to draw conclu-

sions about people who are different than them. But if
they take the opportunity to get to know somebody, it
could open their eyes to a new a perspective.

“There is no free ticket to the

United States. These people are

fleeing the terrorists and all the

conflict. I think people don’t ask

enough questions and base opin-

ions on fear. I think that if people
continue to be open to learning

about refugees it would get alot
better,” Taquin said.

With all of this comes many op-

portunities for service and volunteers. CRIC is always looking for

people to come join them in their

various programs and classes.

Volunteer trainings are hosted on

the third Saturday of every month
at 10 a.m..

“Any volunteer experience that

you can get is worth it.” Brimhall
said. “They have taught me so

much more than I have given. It is
worth the couple hours a week
that you end up volunteering.”

CRIC has no plans on slowing

down. The organization plans to
hire full time staff and increase

their programs, funding and services into the future.

“The community is super inter-

ested in being involved so we are

trying to accommodate for everyone who wants to get involved.

We are constantly staying up to
date on services for refugees,”
Taquin said.

To volunteer with CRIC and

see what opportunities are avail-

able, appy at their http://www.

cacherefugees.org/home.html.

For social media updates follow
@cacherefugees

“I hope that refugees can feel

apart of the community. We want

cache valley to be a place where

everyone, no matter their back-

ground can feel welcome,” Brimhall said.

— shelby.black@aggiemail.usu.edu
@shelbsterblack
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sellout of the year), blackout was the theme,

and the tumult of the Cougars’ own program

set the stage for a nutritious helping of

HURD-style terrorism. There was one prob-

lem: USU lost that game 75-66 thanks to a

free-throw shooting effort that could have
been bested by Mount Logan Middle School.

In the HURD’s top three most attended

games of the overall season, the Aggies went

1-2, a problem not commonly seen in the

teams of the old Western Athletic Conference

days, when Utah State boasted 30-win sea-

sons and the fans were always there. Always.

The trouble is that the lack of enthusiasm

from current Aggies doesn’t boil down to any

one thing. Many avid USU fans have assumed
it to be to tied to the downtrend in overall

wins per year. Yet the HURD actually was on

a downtrend that started even before, and

continued during, the days of players like

All-Americans Gary Wilkinson and Tai Wes-

ley. The trend has gone on for years, albeit

there was a short bump in attendance the

year that USU was a flashy new addition to
the MWC.

It’s certainly not the excitement of oppo-

PHOTO BY Rachel Turley
The Utah State men’s basketball team in a game against Mississippi Valley State in November. USU student attendance at home basketball games hit a new low this season, dipping below 1,000 fans per game
for the first time in over two decades.

Unseen and Un-HURD
Student attendance hits new lows in 2017-18

By Matthew Harris
SPORTS STAFF WRITER

Sparse moments of exhilaration dotted the

Aggie men’s basketball team’s 2017-18 cam-

paign like the occasional lightning bolt in a

dull thunderstorm.

One of those bolts was Koby McEwen’s per-

formance against New Mexico in Logan on

the last day of January when he scored a ca-

reer-high with 31 points on 75 percent shoot-

ing, and grabbing 13 rebounds en route to an

test against the Lobos, when the Aggies

pulled off an unlikely upset in thrilling fashion, less than 6,500 seats were filled. Even

attendance brings just as much to the fanbase
despite not being a source of revenue.

“The [factor] everybody drills down on is

worse, of the 4,000 seats allotted to USU stu-

wins and losses, which is obviously import-

the number of students at the game to be

well said. “Both the student and our season

dents, free of charge no less, the data showed
865, less than a quarter full.

ant, and that is a bottom line judge,” Hartticket holders...is down. That’s significant.”

not just having a bad year, it’s having its

worst year in recent memory.

GRAPHIC BY Matthew Harris

Data gathered from the USU Card Office —

The Spectrum, notorious for its raucous

cessor did.

t

Duryea was no Stew, and the fans let him
know game after game after game, but heU
had weapons on his teams just like his prede-t

of the fanbase in the midst of repetitive medi-s
ocrity could certainly see a break in thew

stretched just a few rows deep. The HURD is

against Colorado State, an 84-75 USU loss.

j

Some hope could shine through in the wakee
of events in Aggie hoops. For one, the moralet

wasn’t the first time the student section

shows, with their best turnout being 1,913

footstep to follow in.”

ter of utilizing it and making people be able
s
to see that.”

Twitter fans because of those photos, and it

even half of their Spectrum seats, the data

community, the school, y’know, everything.S
He left his mark for sure, and that’s a huges

had Stew, we had some all-stars on that team.e
We’ve got some all-stars now. It’s just a mat-s

student section, drew the ire of plenty of

Not once, this year, did the proud HURD fill

“Stew was a great part of this program, and
meant a lot to everyone,” Segobia said. “Thep

want in the world to ‘back in the day.’ That
was a great time, and we had that time; wer

The USU HURD, a nationally-recognized

dance dropped below 1,000 per home game.

the reins from the former Utah State basket-

said. “We could make all the comparisons wem

trum.

rill era, student average conference atten-

The former head coach saw a average drop

“I think we get caught in this pattern oft
comparing ourselves to everything,” Segobiac

section and all over the Dee Glen Smith Spec-

For the first time since the early Stew Mor-

One correlation exists: Duryea.

ball deity Morrill.

dearth of the HURD. To Hartwell, the student

overabundance of bare seats in the student

lowest of the decade, and it’s not close.

Bad weather? Welcome to Logan.

letic Director John Hartwell said. So was the

Cougars come to town. In that January con-

gan surfacing on Twitter that exposed an

dance during conference home games is at its

were foregone conclusions.

of standing room for when a certain group of

see it. During and after the game, pictures be-

doors — shows the average student atten-

from year to year consisted of games that

of 200 HURD members per game upon taking

the last four years alone, “was a factor,” Ath-

during the season, yet so few were there to

student ID cards scanned for entry at the

joining the MWC. Most of USU’s WAC slate

which is down approximately 35 percent over

seats 10,270 fans at full capacity, with plenty

It was the first real high point for the Aggies

at the games unofficially through a count of

ter competition, fiercer competition, since

crowds and in-your-face courtside hecklers,

89-80 victory.

which is able to measure student attendance

nents. The Aggies have undeniably faced bet-

Even some of the higher ups of the HURD

For Segobia, one of the reasons he thinks

were fairly unaware of how dire the situation

student attendance is down is because other

bia got a look at the numbers, and it was a

seek different entertainment.

had become. USU HURD President Josh Segogame-changer for him.

events have diverted would-be game-goers to

“I think it’s just that every school has their

“That is really interesting to see,” Segobia

good and bad games,” Segobia said. “We’re

lot and I definitely have a lot more to think

single game, y’know, it’s just one of those

said. “I had no idea honestly...this changes a
about now and try and figure out what the
possibilities are for those numbers.”

When Duryea was “relieved” last week of his

coaching duties, the number of season ticket
holders and regular season ticket purchases,

not gonna have a great attendance to every

things that happens, but I think it’s just that
the students just want a good time.”

The Aggies’ home battle royale against BYU

in December was the ultimate “good time.”

Fans packed the arena (the only Spectrum

clouds when Hartwell inevitably brings in a
new coach, a new face to sell tickets and hypel
up the faithful.

e

As well, the average overall attendance atw
the Spectrum, which correlates positivelyo

with the HURD’s for the most part, made ae

small bump from 6,720 in the 2016-17 season to 6,857 this past go-around. It isn’tg
much, but it could make a ripple.

k

Until then, the Aggie faithful sit by andb
swallow reality. The Spectrum isn’t quite asm
“magic” as we all remember.

h

i
@snowmatt1417

n

G

b
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Aggie tennis
keeps winning

the first sets. Lock came out victorious, 7-5,

By Lauren Lomeli
SPORTS STAFF WRITER

The men’s tennis team kicked off its six-match

Mountain West series with a 4-1 victory over
UNLV at the Sports Academy & Racquet Club.

In the doubles portion, freshman Felipe Acosta

and Addy Vashistha opened the match with a
6-3 win over senior Ruben Alberts and freshman Jordan Sauer.

Senior Jaime Barajas and freshman Jose Car-

vajal sealed the doubles point for the Aggies

with a win of 6-3 at the No. 1 spot against seniors Alexandr Cozbinov and Courtney Lock.

Senior Andrew Nakajima and freshman Valde-

mar Holm followed behind 4-5 at the No. 2

spot against sophomore Eric Samuelsson and
freshman Clayton Alenik, but the match result-

ed as unfinished due to results on other courts.
“It was a great start for us,” head coach James

Wilson said. “We came out ready to play in doubles and really just had a lot of energy. In sinPHOTO COURTESY OF USU Athletics
Utah State track and field sophomore thrower Sindri Gudmundsson after winning gold in the javelin throw at the Mountain West Conference championship in May.

‘CORNERSTONE’

Meet Sindri Gudmundsson,
USU’s Icelandic javelin thrower
By Jason Walker
SPORTS EDITOR

Hailing all the way from the distant Ko-

pavogur, Iceland; sophomore javelin thrower
Sindri Gudmundsson has become a “corner-

stone” of Utah State’s track and field team. Not
just now, but for the future.

On Tuesday, Gudmundsson was named the

USTFCCCA Division I Athlete of the Week on

the heels of his 80.49-meter throw in javelin at

the UC-Irvine Spring Break Classic meet. With
that throw, Gudmundsson set a new school re-

cord and became the first Aggie to surpass 80
meters in the javelin.

Interim track and field head coach Matt Ingeb-

ritson said those kinds of throws were what he
envisioned when he was recruiting Gudmundsson out of Iceland.

“He possesses all of the visual and mental

signs that we look for in big-time javelin throw-

ers,” Ingebritson said. “He’s probably the most
talented athlete overall that I’ve had the plea-

sure to work with and even train with when I
was in college myself.”

Utah State’s track and field program has slow-

ly built itself up over the years, but hasn’t nec-

essarily been able to attract big-time athletes

with high ceilings. Gudmundsson, along with
other athletes such as women’s shot put thrower Brenn Flint, could end up changing that.

“He’s what we call a cornerstone athlete,” In-

gebritson said of Gudmundsson. “Those are the
kind of kids that start to basically advertise by

being who they are and then we start to get
more and more kids in here.”

It wasn’t an accident that Gudmundsson found

Gudmundsson said he “freaking loved” the

meetings with Ingebritson and knew the coach

was truly interested in him. He said he googled
Logan at that time and thought it “looked pret-

ty” and that it was “not too big, so it was just
perfect” since he is more of a small-town guy.

Getting to this point where he is now hasn’t

gles, we got off to a good start for the most part

on all the courts. Felipe [Acosta] at four was

down at first, and Jaime [Barajas] had a really
close first set. I was just really, really happy

with Jaime and Felipe. They showed a lot of

resolve after losing first sets, coming back and
battling. For Sammy [Serrano] to win easy like

that quickly made a huge difference for us. It
was just awesome to see Jaime close it out like

that because that’s a really good player he beat,
and he did a great job of staying the course and
playing his game. It was good.”

During singles, junior Samuel Serrano lost just

two games to pull USU up 2-0, with a 6-2 and
6-0 win at the No. 3 slot against Alberts.

On the other three courts, UNLV won each of

6-3, at the No. 2 spot against sophomore Sergiu
Bucur. Acosta, following his loss of the first set,
bounced back to win the second, 6-4, at the No.
4 spot against Samuelsson. Acosta and Samuelsson were neck-and-neck in the third set,

with Acosta snatching the set and the victory in
a tiebreaker, 7-6.

“The most important thing is to play forward,

thinking of the next point,” Acosta said. “The

last point doesn’t matter because it’s in the
past. The other most important thing is to keep
going . I really want to win, so its the main idea
I have when I play in a match.”

Everyone’s attention zoned in on the No. 1

spot where Barajas and Cozbinov — who is

ranked No. 85 in the nation in singles — were

competing in their third set. Cozbinov took the
win in the first set with a tiebreaker, 7-6, fol-

lowed by Barajas firing back with a tiebreaker

victory in the second, 7-6. Barajas claimed the
win for Utah State with a 6-2 victory in the
third set. This win was the third time this season that Barajas has defeated a nationally-ranked singles competitor.

“We are not going to be a super talented team

that just blows you off the court.” Wilson said.
“We’re gonna be a gritty and tough team that
makes a lot of noise. The guys really play for

each other, that’s what I’m trying to convince
them to do. The way they do that is by cheering

and making a lot of noise, even if you’re not
playing. It’s all part of the culture.”

The Aggies will move forward with its Moun-

tain West slate on Sunday, April 1, as the team
goes against San Diego State in California. The
time for the match will be released on the men’s
tennis social media platforms.

been easy for the sophomore. Shortly after

committing to Utah State, Gudmundsson sus-

tained an elbow injury that required him to get
Tommy John’s surgery. He got the surgery in

2015 and was able to compete his freshman
year, but was unable to practice between meets,

limiting his progression. But that setback didn’t
get him down, as he’s worked hard to reach a
higher level.

“It’s been pretty cool to watch him and devel-

op and come back,” Ingebritson said. “I think
he learned a lot from that injury. It made him a
lot more patient and now he’s so dedicated to
his training and his program.”

Already, Gudmundsson said he feels like the

work he’s put in has paid off. And he said he
feels like he can make quicker progress.

“It’s been helping a lot,” Gudmundsson said of

his work in practice this semester. “I feel more

ready, more prepared for every single meet and
I just feel like I can throw further ever throw.”

The long-term goal for Gudmundsson is to

reach the Olympic standard of 83 meters and
qualify for the 2020 Olympics in Tokyo. Ingeb-

ritson said he doesn’t know what the ceiling is

for his young athlete, but said that “we know
where we can go now” in reference to being

able to compete in international championships.

his way from Iceland to Utah State. After meeting through a German company that helps con-

nect athletes with coaches, Ingebritson and
Gudmundsson talked over Skype on a weekly
basis.

@thejwalk67
PHOTO BY Iain Laurence
Utah State freshman Felipe Acosta celebrates after defeating UNLV’s Eric Samuelsson on Saturday. The Aggies moved to 2-0 in Mountain
West play by defeating the Rebels.
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OPINION

Letters to the editor

STUDENTS ARE RUNNING OUT OF OPTIONS
AS TUITION HIKES BECOME THE NORM
FROM THE UTAH STATESMAN EDITORIAL BOARD

On March 14, Utah State University President

Noelle Cockett announced to students that USU

tuition will increase 3.9 percent for those taking
between 12 and 18 credits in 2019. This news

comes just a year after Utah State’s latest tuition
hike — a 5 percent increase in 2017, which apparently isn’t getting the job done.

The transparency offered by President Cockett

and USU Student Association President Michael
Peters during the Truth in Tuition event is admi-

rable, but the goal of transparency is to provide
insight into how decisions are being made. In

this case, it appears not enough consideration
has been offered to students already bound by

financial constraints. More needs to happen to

keep students in school and able to pursue promising careers.

Students aren’t being entirely neglected. The

Utah Legislature recently signed House Bill 349
into law, allowing non-residential students to

count time spent in Utah toward their 12-month

requirement for residency and making in-state
tuition more easily attainable for out-of-state
students.

only gets worse as tuition increases. Continually
increasing tuition requires a student interested

in pursuing a degree like communications, ele-

dress the climbing cost of a college degree, these

efforts do little to mitigate annual tuition hikes.
It’s time we as students, administrators, faculty,
staff and legislators get more involved with decisions affecting the cost of education for everyone.

Utah State’s standard tuition rate has more

than doubled since 2004. Student fees continue

to grow with little push-back on the part of our

student body. Funding has been pulled in times
of recession, never to be seen again despite

Utah’s now-growing economy. The state legislature mandates a yearly increase in faculty salaries, yet the weight of that mandate routinely

falls on the shoulders of students already strug-

gling to afford degrees with unpaid internships
and part-time paychecks.

Students must have more of a voice in these

decisions.

Utah State pushes students to “get on the pla-

teau,” meaning taking 15-plus credits per semester. “It’s like every credit from 13-18 is free,” students are told.

But it’s not free. That’s a few less hours to keep

up with all other classes, and a few less nights a
week for students to earn money for next semester or next month’s rent. It’s more debt accumu-

lated, adding to generational student loans that
are approaching crisis levels.

Then add on differential tuition, individual

class fees and that $167 required textbook with
an $80 access code.

As students leave any university, they leave

with high hopes for better jobs, better careers
and better pay. But degrees don’t offer the same
opportunity for that better pay — and the divide

words. All letters may be shortened,
or rejected for reasons of good taste,
redundancy or volume of similar letters.

mentary education, fine art degree or something
similar to question the financial viability of their

degree. Many students switch their majors once

the rate of return simply isn’t worth the cost.
Others never leave their initial program, fearing

the cost of additional semesters in school while

Letters must be topic-oriented. They

the price tag of a four-year degree continues to

may not be directed toward any indi-

hold because the monster under the bed that is

cific individual may be edited or not

climb. Students’ dreams shouldn’t be placed on
student debt keeps them awake at night.

The question is: Why is tuition increasing? The

viduals. Any letter directed to a speprinted.

reason we’ve been given for tuition hikes is the

need to match inflation, but tuition has increased
at a faster rate. The scariest part is that Utah
State is a relatively affordable school. More and

more students around the country are required
to pick up extra jobs, extra hours or extra student loans. Think about that — a university sub-

sidizing its fancy new buildings and programs
with a student body just barely entering the
world of credit scores and Roth IRAs.

Like the utter lack of parking and the cost of

on-campus food, tuition is on every student’s list

No anonymous letters will be published. Writers must sign all letters
and include a phone number or email
address, as well as a student identification number (none of which is
published).

of legitimate complaints — and it should not be

Utah State’s standard tuition rate has more than
doubled since 2004.
But while some efforts are being made to ad-

Letters should be limited to 400

a passive topic. Action can be taken.

Letters representing groups — or
more than one individual — must
have a singular representative clearly
stated, with all necessary identification information.

The administration has done its part to be

transparent — now it’s up to students to ask
some pointed questions to administrators and
student officers. If we’ve learned anything this

year, it’s that asking where your money is going
dollar for dollar can turn up some troubling results.

Administrators need to make sure they’re put-

ting students first. Cutting costs to keep tuition

Writers must wait 21 days before
submitting successive letters -- no
exceptions.

low and making wise spending decisions should

be a top priority — with students active in the

decision-making process. USU has been around

for a long time, and while maintaining a historic
university’s reputation certainly requires suffi-

cient funds, not all costs need to be as high or as
enduring.

Faculty and staff need to work with students

and administration, often as the liaison, to find

The Statesman editors reserve the
right to not print every letter to the
editor. But all letters will be published
online.

solutions that work for both parties. The Faculty
Senate has a lot of sway on campus — that influence should be used to represent the best inter-

ests of all, and their proceedings should have full
transparency to maintain the trust of students.

Finally, our state legislators need to put a larger

Letters can be hand-delivered or

focus on education. Education is one of the four

mailed to The Statesman the TSC,

Funding for education should not be in question

statesman@aggiemail.usu.edu, or

pillars of Utah’s growth plan, but talk is cheap.
year to year, it should be secure. Every student

who comes to Utah for an education should

know they’re coming to a place which prioritizes
its students above all else.

Room 118, or can be emailed to
click www.utahstatesman.com.
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FOR ADVERTISING
CONTACT:
ADVERTISING@
USUSTATESMAN.
COM
435.797.1775

Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE

.

Play Sudoku and win pr

Connect
members of
the Aggie
community
and provide a
voice for all
through
impactful,
relevant and
diverse
multimedia
coverage.

izes at:

prizesudoku.com

The Sudoku Source of

“The Utah Statesman”.

CLASSIFIED ADS
Automotive
DONATE YOUR CAR, TRUCK OR
BOAT TO HERITAGE FOR THE
BLIND. Free 3 Day Vacation, Tax Deductible, Free Towing, All Paperwork
Taken Care Of. CALL 1-800-360-4120
DONATE YOUR CAR FOR
BREAST CANCER! Help United
Breast Foundation education,
prevention, & support programs. FAST
FREE PICKUP - 24 HR RESPONSE TAX DEDUCTION 1-855-507-2691

Building Materials
METAL ROOF/WALL
Panels, Pre-engineered Metal Buildings.
Mill prices for sheeting coil are at a 4
year low. You get the savings. 17 Colors
prime material, cut to your exact length.
CO Building Systems
1-800-COBLDGS.

Legals
Were you an INDUSTRIAL or
CONSTRUCTION TRADESMAN
and recently diagnosed with LUNG
CANCER? You and your family may be
entitled to a SIGNIFICANT CASH
AWARD. Call 1-888-737-1846 for your
risk free consultation.

Miscellaneous
DISH TV $59.99 For 190 Channels
$14.95 High Speed Internet. Free
Installation, Smart HD DVR Included,
Free Voice Remote. Some restrictions
apply. Call 1-866-360-6959

your product idea developed affordably
by the Research & Development pros
and presented to manufacturers. Call
1-877-649-5574 for a Free Idea Starter
Guide. Submit your idea for a free
consultation.
SAVE on Medicare Supplement
Insurance! Get a FAST and FREE Rate
Quote from Medicare.com. No Cost!
No Obligation! Compare Quotes from
Major Insurance Cos. Operators
Standing By. CALL 1-855-397-7745
Medical-Grade HEARING AIDS for
LESS THAN $200! FDA-Registered.
Crisp, clear sound, state of-the-art
features & no audiologist needed. Try it
RISK FREE for 45 Days! CALL
1-855-755-5496

Personals
Meet singles right now! No paid
operators, just real people like you.
Browse greetings, exchange messages
and connect live. Try it free. Call now:
800-359-2796.

Services Offered
Bear River Tai Chi Chuan is looking
for students interested in exploring the
healing, meditative, energetic, and
martial aspects of these ancient arts.
Commit monthly to 30 minutes of

450,000 BLOOMING BULBS
conscientious personal practice for
$100 per month or trade labor on a
native plant landscape rehabilitation
project.

300 WAKARA WAY | 801.585.0556 | WWW.REDBUTTEGARDEN.ORG

SLASH HEATING AND
COOLING BILLS
2018 EdenPURE ® Best Seller
EdenPURE® 360 Super Climater ®

Available times include Saturdays from
9 a.m. to 12 p.m. and Wednesdays
from 12 p.m. to 3 p.m. Other time
arrangements may be made.
Inquire at bearrivertaichichuan@
hotmail.com. For an interview, call
435-563-8272. Call today!
Bear River Tai Chi Chuan founder
Kayo Robertson is a senior student of
Benjamin Pang-jeng Lo. He has over
45 years experience in internal arts
study.

Storage

Save $300 on the remaining stock
of new, all-season breakthrough unit
from EdenPURE® that uses patented
technology to heat or cool.

360superclimater.com
Save $300 off the MSRP with the
EdenPURE Spring Energy savings
*Offer expires May 15, 2018. Online orders only.

In heating mode, EdenPURE’s powerful
infrared component gently warms, taking
the chill out of the air. In cooling mode,
the Climater puts out cooler feeling air
than it takes in, dropping the true feel
temp. in the area all around the unit by
-14.7 degrees in
about 15 seconds
with wind chill.
©2018 EdenPURE® S-0781 OF30371R-1

AARP AUTO INSURANCE
FROM THE HARTFORD
Moving? Don’t haul your things home.
Storage starting at $40 per month. Call
435-755-5052 or rent online www.
SouthCacheStorage.com.

TO SPEAK WITH AN AGENT AND REQUEST A
FREE QUOTE CALL THE HARTFORD TO SEE
HOW MUCH YOU COULD SAVE:

1-855-527-0777

DENTAL Insurance
Physicians Mutual Insurance Company

A less expensive way to help get
the dental care you deserve
If you’re over 50, you can get coverage for about $1 a day*
Keep your own dentist! You can go to any dentist you want
No wait for preventive care and no deductibles – you could get
a checkup tomorrow

Coverage for over 350 procedures – including cleanings,

exams, fillings, crowns…even dentures

FDA-Registered Hearing Aids. 100%
Risk-Free! 45-Day Home Trial. Comfort
Fit. Crisp Clear Sound. If you decide to
keep it, PAY ONLY $299 per aid. FREE
Shipping. Call Hearing Help Express 1855-708-7910
INVENTORS - FREE
INFORMATION PACKAGE Have

NO annual or lifetime cap on the cash benefits you can receive

FREE Information Kit

1-888-919-4729

Or www.dental50plus.com/utah
*Individual plan.
Product not available in MN, MT, NH, NM, RI, VT, WA. Acceptance guaranteed for one insurance policy/certificate of this type. Contact us
for complete details about this insurance solicitation. This specific offer is not available in CO, NY; call 1-800-969-4781 or respond for
similar offer. Certificate C250A (ID: C250E; PA: C250Q); Insurance Policy P150 (GA: P150GA; NY: P150NY; OK: P150OK; TN: P150TN)
6096E-0917
MB17-NM008Ec
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MARCH 27 - APRIL 02

03/27 03/28 03/29 03/30 03/31 04/02
Toddler Story Time
10:10am
North Logan City Library
475 E 2500 N
North Logan
Story Time
11:00am
North Logan City Library
475 E 2500 N
North Logan
Senior Game Day
11:30am
Hyrum Senior Citizen
Center
675 East Main Street
Hyrum
Slam Poet Night (uncensored)
7:00pm
TSC Ballroom

Global Picnic
10:00am, $0.50
TSC Patio
Music Theraphy Forum
10:00am
TSC 2nd Floor
Spanish Storytime/
Hora del Cuento
10:15am
Logan Library
255 North Main Street
Logan C
HaSS Awards
3:00pm
TSC Ballroom
Free Date Rape Drug
Detection Cards
5:00pm
Center for Pregnancy
Choices
90 N 100 E
Logan

Utah State softball vs.
Nevada
3:00pm
LaRee and LeGrand
Johnson Field
1251 N 800 E
Logan
Garland Public Library’s Young Adult
Program
5:00pm
The Garland Public
Library
86 W Factory Street
Garland
Unveiling of USU’s
Contribution to
“Work in Progress”
5:00pm
Eccles Conference
Cetner
CHaSS Trivia Night &
Quiz Bowl
7:00pm
Factory Pizzeria
119 S Main Street
Logan

ROTC Challenge
Course
11:00am
USU Quad

Project Learning Tree
& Growing Up WILD
10:00am
Logan Family Center
50 S 400 E
Logan

USU Club Meditation
12:30pm
ARC 305

Movie Monday - JuTaco-Bout-CHaSS
manji: Welcome to
11:00am, $1.00
the Jungle
USU Quad
Cache Humane Soci- 6:30pm
ety Easter Egg Hunt
North Logan City LiUtah State softball vs. 12:00pm
brary
Nevada
Cache Humane Society 475 E 2500 N
3:00pm
2370 W 200 N
North Logan
LaRee and LeGrand
Logan
Johnson Field 1251 N
Dancing with the Ag800 E
Utah State softball vs. gie Stars
Logan
Nevada
7:00pm
12:00pm
TSC Ballroom
Fiesta Americas
LaRee and LeGrand
6:30pm, $12.00
Johnson Field 1251 N
TSC Ballroom
800 E
Logan
Country Swing Dancing
Hip Hop Showcase
8:00pm, $7.50
7:00pm
Cache Venue
Why Sound
119 S Main St
30 Federal Ave
Logan
Logan

USU SPIRIT SQUAD
TRYOUTS

APRIL 5 - 7, 2018

DEE GLEN SMITH
SPECTRUM

PRE-TRYOUT CLINICS

March 27, 28, 29
& April 3, 5

For more info or to register visit:
ususa.usu.edu/get-involved/school-spirit/auditions

SATURDAY, APRIL 14, 2018
TSC BALLROOM
7:00 p.m.

Robins
TRADITIONS

The Robins Awards are the most coveted of all Utah
State University honors and the awards night is the year’s
most prestigious event. This year marks the sixty-fourth year
since Bill E. Robins was student body president of Utah State
University. It is in his name that we continue to celebrate this
renowned tradition. In 1954, Bill and his wife, Geraldine, were
traveling to a convention in Colorado. Shortly after taking
off from the Denver airport, the plane crashed. Both Bill and
Geraldine were tragically killed, leaving behind Nick, their one-

year-old son. The campus organization of which Bill served
as president created the Bill E. Robins Memorial Fund. The
purpose of this fund was to raise money that would provide a
scholarship for his son’s education when he was old enough to
enroll at Utah State University. Seven years later, the tragedy
of the Robins family was compounded when the small boy was
fatally stricken with leukemia. The awards memorialize the
name of campus hero, Bill E. Robins. As a leader possessing
the ability to project vision, he dreamed of the Taggart Student

Center. Its existence today is due, in part, to his pioneering efforts. The name of Bill Robins has stood through the
passing years as a symbol of the best youth has to offer. As
a memorial to him, the Robins Awards continue as a tradition
of Utah State University. The featured award of the evening is
the Bill E. Robins Memorial Award. Presented alongside other
awards given for excellence in specific fields, now in its sixtieth
year, the Robins Awards Ceremony is an honored tradition at
Utah State University.

More than 100 nominations from students, staff, and
administration at Utah State University were received for
the following awards: Bill E. Robins Memorial Award; Man,
Woman, and Organization of the Year; and the Val R.
Christensen Service Award. Those nominated were asked
to submit a comprehensive biography by which a selection

committee could evaluate their accomplishments. The Legacy
of Utah State Award, Scholar, Professor, and Advisor of
the Year were restricted to one person per college in each
category. The Talent of the Year finalists were chosen from
the departments of Art, Music, and Theatre. Finalists for the
Athlete of the Year were selected by the Athletics Department.

A selection committee over these categories then selected the
winners. The Gerald R. Sherratt Award was chosen by the
Robins Awards Committee. The Graduate Researcher and
Graduate Instructor were voted on by a selection committee
from the graduate school. Special congratulations are to be
extended to each finalist.

Process of
SELECTION

FACULTY UNIVERSITY SERVICE AWARD
This award goes to the member of faculty who has demonstrated leadership, high involvement in service activities and mentoring of others to assume significant
responsibilities in faculty university service.

CHARLES
MILLER

KATHY
CHUDOBA

DAVID
FRANCIS

DAVID
RICHTER

JUAN
VILLALBA

PAUL
WOLF

RUSTY D
SCOTT

FACULTY RESEARCHER of the year
This award goes to the faculty researcher at Utah State University who has shown superior research capability and academic excellence.

ALEXIS
AULT

PATRICK
BELMONT

BRIGGS
DEPEW

REBECCA
WALTON

MICHAEL
LEVIN

ZHONGDE
WANG

JIXUN
ZHAN

COREY
CHRISTIANSEN

MASTER STUDENT RESEARCHER of the year
This award goes to the master student researcher at Utah State University who has shown superior research capability and academic excellence.

SUSAN
WASHKO

ANTRA
SINHA

JORDAN
FRANK

JAMES
MAUCH

KADE
BECK

JESSICA
MCGRAW

MEGAN
ISRAELSEN

CARLOS
GUADARRAMA

DOCTORAL STUDENT RESEARCHER of the year
This award goes to the doctoral student researcher at Utah State University who has shown superior research capability and academic excellence.

ERIC
LEE

ALICIA
INGERSOLL

APOORVA
CHAUHAN

CHRISTINE
ROHAL

NAN
JIANG

BONIFACE
FOSU

UNDERGRAD RESEARCH MENTOR of the year
Dr. Ryan B. Seedall

HDFSgoes
Nomination
– Undergraduate
Mentor
of
This award
to a faculty
member atResearch
Utah State
University
who has displayed personal interest in student research and demonstrated ability to provide superior advisement.
the Year

RYAN
SEEDALL

Biography:

WADE
GOODRIDGE

JANICE
BRAHNEY

Dr. Ryan Seedall, originally from Rupert, Idaho, has been at Utah State University for the past
six years. Prior to that, he received his PhD from Michigan State University in Human
Development and Family Studies with an emphasis in Marriage and Family Therapy (MFT).
During his PhD, Dr. Seedall developed a love of research, especially research that helps improve
the therapeutic process. Since arriving at USU, he has also developed a love of teaching and
mentoring students, especially the opportunity to help them discover strengths within
themselves. Since 2012, he has mentored 30 undergraduate students in research-related
projects. These interactions have led to 4 competitive undergraduate research awards (with
two more to be submitted in February 2018), 8 local/regional presentations (involving 8
award
goes to the graduate instructor at Utah State University
different undergraduates), and 6 national presentations (involving 4 different undergraduates).
As part of this, Dr. Seedall mentored an undergraduate to be the primary presenter of a
research discussion at the American Association for Marriage and Family Therapy national
conference in Atlanta, Georgia this past year. This is extremely rare in our department and the
MFT field. These collaborations with undergraduates will also lead to at least 3 peer-reviewed
publications with undergraduate collaborators by the end of 2018.

RYAN
SEEDALL

RYAN
SEEDALL

RYAN
SEEDALL

GRADUATE STUDENT TEACHER of the year
This

SANRDA CHRISTOPHER
LUNDELL
WATT

who has demonstrated superior teaching capability and academic excellence.

SARAH
LOPEZ

JESSICA
CHARLES
CUSHENBERRY
FRYE

ERIKA
BLOMDAHL

JOSEPH
FURSE

T H E DA V I D A N D T E R RY P E A K P R I Z E

UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCHER of the year
This award honors the individual student who has engaged in significant undergraduate research, scholarship, or creative activity that makes an impact on their field of study.

TESS
CRAMER

MORGAN
SANFORD

JUSTIN
CAMPBELL

BOSTON
SWANN

JESSE
FLERI

CHRISTIAN
MORILL

KWOK
FAI CHEAH

MIKAELA
PULSIFER

PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR of the year
This award goes to the advisor at Utah State University who has displayed personal interest in students and demonstrated ability to provide superior academic advisement.

TONYA
JEWELL

BARBARA
BAIRD

SUZANN
WINN

OUTSTANDING GRAD MENTOR of the year

This award goes to faculty members at Utah State University who have taken personal interest in graduate students and have provided superior advisement.

DOUG
JAMES
HUNSAKER
LUTZ
ELDON J. GARDNER

SUSANNAH
FRENCH

EARL
CREECH

JARED
COLTON

RENEE CHRISTOPHER
GALLIHER HARTWELL

TEACHER of the year

This award goes to the faculty member at Utah State University who has displayed personal interest in students and the ability to make classes both challenging and interesting.

DARRIN
BROOKS

PETER
ALDER

CHAD
MANO

JASON
ROMNEY

MAX
LONGHURST

NORM
JONES

PAULETTE
CONRAD

GREG
WHEELER

SCHOLAR of the year
This award goes to the student at Utah State Universtiy who has demonstrated outstanding knowledge and skill in mastering subject matter and has made a singular
contribution in research, application, and determination to succeed.

CARINA
TERRY

PONO R.
SUGANUMA

JACKLYN
MICHELLE
SULLIVAN

ETHAN T.
SEEGMILLER

SIDNEY
TATE

CHRISTIAN
MORRILL

MARGARET
HALLERUD

JACKIE HEAPS
HENDRICKSON

LEGACY of Utah State Award

Steven Bair, Dusty Fuhriman, Justin Gunnell, Justin Huggins, Jonathan Jorgensen, Curt Madsen, Ryan McEntire, Bradley Wilcox, Evan Parker, and survivors, Robbie Peterson and Jared
Nelson are all people who created a legacy that won’t be forgotten and that we’ll never take for granted. In the fall of 2005, Utah State University mourned the death of eight students and one
instructor who were killed in a rollover accident while returning from an agricultural trip near Tremonton. It was a great tragedy for the University and for the families involved, but the overriding
message from the University and community was one of love, hope and support. The Legacy of Utah State Award has been created in memory of those involved in the accident. The award
will be given each year to a student who embodies the true spirit, heart and soul of Utah State and demonstrates love and support for the University family, while leading with a vision of hope
for the future. It will recognize a student who shows commitment to the institution and their program of study, as well as demonstrates internal involvement and service, department dedication,
perseverance during times of adversity and contribution behind the scenes. To select the award recipient, each dean will appoint a committee with representation from students, faculty and
administration. The committee will nominate a deserving and committed student from each college. The winner will be selected from the nominees and recognized at the annual Robins Awards.
The Legacy of Utah State Award will remind us each year that, “Through the earth, across the field, they’ll be with us still, a legacy that we’ll never take for granted.”

LOGAN
LYONS

LAUREL
BRITT

MADISON
NIELSON

BRAEDEN
LOVELESS

TIEN
LINDSAY

REBECCA
THOMAS

ALISON
BERG

UNDERGRADUATE MENTOR of the year

This award goes to a faculty member at Utah State University who has displayed personal interest in students and demonstrated ability to provide superior advisement.

FRANK
SHUMAN

NAT
FRAZER

HARRISON
KLEINER

JACKSON
GRAHAM

LESLIE
BROTT

LYLE
G. MCNEAL

TRAVIS
DORSCH

ORGANIZATION of the year
This award is presented to the student organization that demonstrates the excellence of the organization’s stated purpose and service to Utah State University.

COLLEGE OF
ENGINEERING

BLUE
CREW

BEST
BUDDIES

STEERING
COMMITTEE

ACHIEVEMENT of the year

STUDENT
EVENTS

Achievement of the year is defined as something accomplished by superior ability, distinctive effort, great courage, or a heroic action.

G
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MARK

MICHAEL
HALSTON DAN USUSA PR &
MARKETING SCOTT PETERS
VER SLUYS

TORYN
COOMBS

STUDENT ORIENTATION
AND TRANSITION
SERVICES

TALENT of the year

This award is presented to the individual who demonstrates an oustanding mental endowment or superior capacity in the field of music, art, or theater.

PARKER JENSEN
ZIMMERMAN

KATIE FAY
FRANCIS

FEMALE ATHLETE of the year

JOSHUA
MUSSELMAN

This award is presented to the individual female athlete who has demonstrated exceptional qualities of athletic skill, sportsmanship and determination and brought recognition to the Utah State University athletic program.

BRINA
BUTTACAVOLI

OLIVIA
WEST

MADISON
WARD

BAILEE
HAMMOND

LAUREN
ANDERSON

BRENN
FLINT

ALYSSA
SNYDER

SASHA
PISAREVA

TODD
BROWN
RACHAEL
FRESSH

JANELLE
SLATER
ELIZA
LIN

SARAH
RASMUSSEN
EMILY
TURNER

CY
ROBINSON
GRACE
MCGUIRE

MALE ATHLETE of the year
MAN of the year

CARMINDA
GREENSTONE
TAYLOR JANE
CLEGG

FELICIA
GALLEGOS

This award is presented to the individual male athlete who has demonstrated exceptional qualities of athletic skill, sportsmanship and determination
and brought recognition to the Utah State University athletic program.
Man of the Year is an award given to a male student who has made a significant impact at the University during this year and has contributed to his and his classmates learning
experience.

JALEN
JAIME
CHRISTIAN
MICHAEL
DAVIS
BARAJAS
HOBBS
SCOTT PETERS

SAM
SPENCER
MERRILL
PERRY

BRAXTON
COLE
WAYNE
MILLER
HAMMOND

DILLON
SINDRI
RJ
JESSE
MAGGARD GUDMUNDSSON
STEADMAN
RISUENO

VAL R. CHRISTENSEN service award
This award, established in honor of Val R. Christensen’s outstanding lifetime contribution to volunteerism, is presented to the student or organization whose volunteer service significantly impacted Utah State University and the community. This student or organization shows a level of commitment to volunteerism exemplified
by Val R. Christensen, former Vice President of Student Services at Utah State University.

TODD
BROWN

JANELLE
SLATER

SARAH
RASMUSSEN

CY
ROBINSON

CARMINDA
GREENSTONE

MALE ATHLETE of the year
WOMAN of the year

This award is presented to the individual male athlete who has demonstrated exceptional qualities of athletic skill, sportsmanship and determination and brought recognition to the Utah State University athletic program.

Woman of the Year is an award presented to a female student who has made broad significant achievements and contributions to the university during their time at
USU and has exemplified those traits, which set her above other classmates.

JALEN
JAIME
SAM
BRAXTON
BILL
E.
ROBINS
memorial
award
DAVIS
BARAJAS
MERRILL
MILLER

DILLON
SINDRI
MAGGARD GUDMUNDSSON
The Bill E. Robins Memorial Award is the featured award of the evening. It is presented to the student who represents the best youth has to offer. This student has excelled academically, displayed
RACHAEL
ELIZA
EMILY
GRACE
TAYLOR
FELICIA
outstanding leadership ability, shown dedication to Utah State, and possesses traits that set him or her apart as a rare individual. This award, unlikeJANE
other Robins Awards,
is based on total collegiate achievement.
LIN
TURNER
MCGUIRE
CLEGG
GALLEGOS
FRESH

MAN of the year

Man of the Year is an award given to a male student who has made a significant impact at the University during this year and has contributed to his and his classmates learning
experience.

EMI
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CHRISTIAN

MICHAEL

KYLEE
HOPKINS
SPENCER

COLE WAYNE

BAILEE
JONES
JESSE

RJ
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CHRISTIAN
MICHAEL
SPENCER
COLE WAYNE
JESSE
HOBBS
SCOTT PETERS
PERRY
HAMMOND
STEADMAN
EMI
KYLEE
BAILEE
FACER
HOPKINS
JONES

RJ
RISUENO

PROGRAM

VAL R. CHRISTENSEN service award

This award, established in honor of Val R. Christensen’s outstanding lifetime contribution to volunteerism, is presented to the student or organization whose volunteer service significantly impacted Utah State University and the community. This student or organization shows a level of commitment to volunteerism exemplified
by Val R. Christensen, former Vice President of Student Services at Utah State University.

Saturday, April Fourteenth

FACULTY UNIVERSITY SERVICE AWARD
FACULTY RESEARCHER OF THE YEAR
GRADUATE STUDENT RESEARCHER OF THE YEAR
SARAH RESEARCHER
CY
TODD
JANELLE
CARMINDA
DOCTORAL STUDENT
OF THE
YEAR
RASMUSSEN
ROBINSON GREENSTONE
BROWN
SLATER
GRADUATE STUDENT TEACHER OF THE YEAR
PEAK PRIZE: UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCHER OF THE YEAR
UNDERGRADUATE FACULTY MENTOR OF THE YEAR
This award is presented to the individual male athlete who has demonstrated exceptional qualities of athletic skill, sportsmanship and determination and brought recognition to the Utah PROFESSIONAL
State University athletic program.
ADVISOR OF THE YEAR
ELDON J. GARDNER TEACHER OF THE YEAR
SCHOLAR OF THE YEAR
LEGACY OF UTAH STATE AWARD
FEMALE ATHLETE OF THE YEAR
MALE ATHLETE OF THE YEAR
JALEN
JAIME
SAM
BRAXTON
DILLON
SINDRI
GERALD
R
SHERRATT
AWARD
DAVIS
BARAJAS
MERRILL
MILLER
MAGGARD GUDMUNDSSON
TALENT OF THE YEAR
ACHIEVEMENT OF THE YEAR
ORGANIZATION OF THE YEAR
VAL R. CHRISTENSEN SERVICE AWARD
WOMAN OF THE YEAR
MAN OF THE YEAR
BILL E. ROBINS MEMORIAL AWARD

MALE ATHLETE of the year

DOORS OPEN AT 6 PM

